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Who are we?
ClearCloud deliver cloud as
intended, enabling businesses to
embrace cutting-edge technology
through smooth, simplified and
sustainable adoption.

Whether you’re new to the Cloud
or have a legacy system that needs
overhauling, we’ll help you get it
right the first time, fully optimised
and firing on all cylinders.

Based in Manchester, we help
clients adopt Cloud the right way.
Our solutions are well architected,
our methods are proven, and our
consultants teach your team to
become Cloud engineers themselves.

We specialise in:

Our team have industry-spanning
experience and cross-platform
expertise on both Azure and AWS.
We live and breathe cloud platforms
and educate customers on adopting
best practice.

How can we help your
business?

• AWS & Azure platforms
• Cloud security &
compliance
• Cloud migrations
• Database optimisation
& administration
• Managed DevOps
• Multi-cloud services
• Managed billing

We’re honest. We don’t sell solutions
that won’t benefit your organisation
and we’ll be frank if we believe
you’re trying to push a round peg
into a square hole.
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Managed Cloud

When it comes to the management of
cloud, there are many specialist platforms,
complex DevOps environments and security
barriers to contend with. In addition,
your business may not have the required
experience and in-house expertise.
That’s where we come in! ClearCloud’s
team of Azure and AWS Platform specialists
help build, optimise and manage your
platform, applying automation best
practices to ensure your organisation
experiences the full value of your cloud
solution.

These are some of the things we
can help with:
•

ClearCloud

•

•
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Take on the heavy-lifting
to increase efficiency and
availability
Build and operate workloads
following best practices
and frameworks specifically
designed for each platform
Leverage world-class expertise
to support launches and
migrations.

To build a full cloud team you
probably need more people than
you think. ClearCloud provides you
with all of the expertise required.
•

Business Leader /
Platform Owner

•

Lead Architect / Engineer

•

DevOps Engineers

•

Service Manager

•

Project Manager

•

Security Specialists

•

Database Administrator

ClearCloud offers a flexible and
tailored approach to customer
engagement. We work with you from
the offset to establish an exact scope
of work (SOW) and to understand
your preferred parameters for
initial and ongoing engagement.
This could mean building a brand
new deployment or taking over
an existing account for ongoing
support and management. By default,
ClearCloud maintains all customer
infrastructure as code (IaC).
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The ClearCloud value proposition is quite
different to many other consultancies or
managed service providers. We offer three
distinct service levels - Freefly, Tandem and
Formation - along with a managed security
bolt-on for those with advanced security
compliance requirements.

Formation Level Features
Proactive Support & Incident Response
Our engineers continuously tailor your solutiuon to improve efficiency
and performance, not just when something goes wrong!

Emergency: < 15min
Urgent: < 1 hour
Standard: < 4 hours

24/7/365 Monitoring and Alerting
All solutions are monitored by our 24/7/365 operations team.

Full Infrastructure & Environment Automation
All solutions are templated to ensure easy platform changes and
recovery from outages.

Access to certified Architects and Engineers
All of our architects and engineers are certified with experience in
building and managing complex solutions.

Database Support
Whether it’s MySQL or MSSQL, Oracle or Postgres, our engineering team
has you covered.

Optional (See database
management as a service)

Operating Systems
Linux or Windows? Don’t worry we’ve got you covered for all
configuration and patching.

Application Support*
The age old application vs. infrastructure argumement? Not with
ClearCloud, we’ll help you with both.

Monthly cost review
We keep tabs on your usage so you dont have to. If we can find a way to
help you pay less to, we will.
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*Application support is provided as best-efforts and is not included within our Managed Support SLA.
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Cloud Security & Compliance
ClearCloud provides skills ondemand for organisations looking
to increase their cybersecurity
posture. You don’t need to hire
a cybersecurity team or build a
SOC, and our experts
have worked across the
most highly targeted
industries.

“53% of companies
report a problematic
shortage of
cybersecurity skills*”

We build defence
in depth and highly
resilient environments
to ensure business
continuity during and
after a breach. Would you
know what to keep on, turn off, who
to inform, what to shield and where
to investigate first? We help you
define your security plan.
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Our solutions are all built to a gold
standard of compliance and security,
leveraging our experience in highly
regulated industries for some of the
most mission-critical systems in the
cloud.

Cloud Migrations
Don’t just lift & shift. Migrate and innovate!
Utilising ClearCloud’s best practice approach over years of experience, we
make sure your app is migrated safely to AWS and Azure Platforms. Our
technical architects break down the process within cloud environments that
match your budget and demands, whilst completely elastic and scalable.

ClearCloud works with a range of
technology providers to implement:
•

Accurate, account-level
threat detection

•

Continuous monitoring

•

Threat detections developed
and optimized for the cloud

•

Threat severity levels

•

Automated threat response

•

Highly available security

•

One-click deployment

*https://www.forbes.com/sites/jameshadley/2019/09/12/why-the-cybersecurity-skills-gap-wont-be-solved-in-the-classroom/

Design it

Migrate it

Support it

Improve it
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This means development leaders can:

Why Fully Managed DevOps?
Many businesses make the
critical mistake of creating a
jigsaw of all the DevOps tools
available to them. For many
businesses it is the first time
they’ve done this and it often
ends in things not working
correctly.
ClearCloud’s fully managed
DevOps is born from our
engineering team’s countless
decades of experience working
on different projects, and we’ve
selected the best set of tools to
get you started on your DevOps
journey.

• Make sure their teams are
learning relevant practices

• Immediately roll back to
previous versions

ClearCloud Managed
Automation

With our next-generation
DevOps Managed Service,
we provide as much or as
little advice or help as you
need, working alongside
your developers or existing
technology teams. Our service
ensures that your cloud
solutions are well-architected;
designed for high availability,
scalability, low cost, and most
importantly, security.

• Bring out new products &
services quicker than ever

Visual Studio
Team Services

Azure resource
Manager

Your Application (Deployment)
Your Application (Configuration)
Operating System (Configuring Linux/Windows)
Compute

Storage

Azure regions

Azure Locations

Orchestration

CodeDeploy

Your Application (Deployment)

Azure POPs

Your Application (Configuration)

Ansible
CloudFormation
Terraform

Networking

Azure Global Infrastructure

CodePipeline

AWS
Managed Automations
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Orchestration

Powershell
(DSC)

Azure
Managed Automations

ClearCloud Managed
Automation

Managed DevOps

• Keep their teams focused on
great code, not infrastructure

Operating System (Configuring Linux/Windows)
Compute (EC2)

Storage

Networking

AWS Global Infrastructure
Regions
Azure
Locations

Availability
Zones
Azure regions

Azure
POPs
Edge
Locations
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NEVER BEEN
EASIER TO
REACH NEW
HEIGHTS
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Multi-Cloud Services
Multi-cloud means taking the best
services from a range of cloud
providers and bringing them
all together into one solution.
ClearCloud works with you to
identify the best products within
each cloud provider so that you
have the power to choose what’s
right for your businesses.

The Power Of Choice
Multi-cloud strategies allow you to “Pick
and Mix” the best of cloud services from
various providers.

Avoid Vendor Lock-in
By utilising multiple clouds, you achieve
freedom and flexibility by not being tied
in to one provider.

Our platforms covered
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OUR TEAM IS
AN EXTENSION
OF YOUR TEAM

CLEARCLOUD

“We had an existing and complex AWS setup with a different AWS
partner. ClearCloud offered much smoother support with a more
involved and human touch. For me they have completely delivered
on this, and I think of their team as an extension of ours.”
Craig Lager – Technical Manager

“Working with ClearCloud is like having a group of dedicated
experts as an extension to our internal IT team their knowledge
and can do attitude goes beyond any partner I have worked with
previously. I cannot recommend them highly enough!”
Dave Mills - IT Director

“ClearCloud’s expertise in AWS is fantastic. They’re automating the
solution, giving us recommendations and helping us to resolve
issues within our applications. Experience has shown us that they
don’t like a problem, they like a solution, so they’re always happy
to go above and beyond. It’s all we expected and more.”
Matt Gladwin - Head of IT Operations and Security
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Additional Services
Serverless Framework
The Serverless Framework helps you build web, mobile and IoT applications with serverless architectures,
using AWS Lambda, Azure Functions and Google Cloud Functions with less overhead and cost. It provides
a powerful, unified experience to develop, deploy, test, secure and monitor your serverless applications.
Database optimisation and adminstration
We offer key additional services such as big data/database administration and migrations to help
businesses innovate faster.
Well-Architected Cloud reviews
Our Well-Architected cloud reviews provide a consistent approach to evaluate your architectures, and
implement designs that will scale over time.
Application performance management
As an optional add-on to our service packages, we will monitor your application, detect and diagnose
complex application performance problems to maintain an expected level of service.
Rate card consultancy
We offer a day rate consultancy for those projects that require a quick turn-around or that you may not
have the skills in house to deliver.

CLEARCLOUD

CLOUD ISN’T
“ONE SIZE
FITS ALL”. WHY
SHOULD YOUR
SOLUTION BE?

Please speak to your account manager if you wish to add-on any additional services, or get in touch with
our ClearCloud team on 0161 5330286 for pricing and further information.
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1 Archway

Birley Fields

Manchester
M15 5QJ

0161 533 0286

clearcloud.co.uk
@clearclouduk

